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Abbott Architect I2000
The ARCHITECT i2000SR Immunoassay Analyzer provides high-speed immunoassay testing to
enhance productivity and deliver excellent STAT results.
ARCHITECT i2000SR Immunoassay | Abbott Core Laboratory
The ARCHITECT i2000SR immunoassay analyzer offers a maximum throughput of up to 200 tests
per hour. Featuring a load-up capacity of 135 samples with 35 priority and 100 routine areas.
ARCHITECT i2000SR Immunoassay Analyzer| Abbott Core Laboratory
The ARCHITECT i1000SR Immunoassay Analyzer is designed to help boost efficiency and
productivity in the small-volume lab. ARCHITECT i1000SR Immunoassay | Abbott Core Laboratory
Distributor
ARCHITECT i1000SR Immunoassay | Abbott Core Laboratory
The ARCHITECT i2000 immunoassay analyzer shares all the proven benefits of other ARCHITECT
family members. The ARCHITECT i2000SR provides immunoassay testing with increased sample
and reagent capacity.
ARCHITECT i2000 from Abbott | SelectScience
Arc Scientific is proud to offer this Abbott ARCHITECT i2000SR immunoassay analyzer for sale. It's
located in a laboratory in Pennsylvania. Please let us know if you have any interest or questions.
Abbott ARCHITECT i2000SR immunoassay analyzer I Arc ...
"Abbott Architect i2000sr is a reputable and high quality Japanese designed and manufactured
Chemistry Analyzer testing over 55 assays with a maximum throughput of 200 tests per hour. The
system is partially an open reagent system. This system has a rack handling system as opposed to
the i2000."
Abbott Architect i2000SR - Immunology Analyzer - Diamond ...
Table 1 gives a brief description of the ARCHITECT family which is designed to accommodate a wide
range of laboratory workloads as well as to provide both immunoassay and clinical chemistry
testing (c8000™).
Abbott Architect™ i2000 Analyzer An Evaluation of the ...
Analisador de imunoensaios Abbott ARCHITECT i1000SR™. Nesse vídeo, eu estou passando
diversos controles positivos imunológicos no equipamento, entre outros, HIV, Hepatite, CMV, depois
de ter ...
Abbott ARCHITECT i1000SR™
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